Consumer & Sensory Insights (CSI)Technologist 65%
Givaudan, the world leader in the Flavours Industry, is looking for a dynamic Consumer and Sensory
Insights technologist at 65%. This is an exciting opportunity to lead and manage the Savoury sensory
panel and associated tests execution and reporting as part of the EAME Savoury and Snacks CSI
group, Flavours Division, based in Kemptthal, Switzerland.
Sounds interesting? In this role, you will:








Manage & lead the savourysensory panel: you will be involved in day to day management and continuous training of an expert sensory panel specialised in savoury categories. This
part also includes the screening, integration and training of new panel memberswhen applicable. You will organize the annual performance review meeting with panelists with the help of
project managers. You will also manage all events organized for panelists.
Ensure a timely and high quality execution of CSI tests: you will be in charge of executing all sensory discriminative and descriptive projects for the EAME region with the leadership of project managers, ensuring the panel delivers high quality data in line with Givaudan
best practices. You will ensure that projects are being executed following priorities, timeline and
methodologies agreed with key stakeholders.
Represent CSI expertise: you will promote Givaudan CSI expertise to internal and external
customers for savourycategories across the EAME region during sensory language training. You
will manage the Givaudan sensory language for the CSI savoury team and will ensure constant
connection with the Sensory Language EAME representative to share challenges, get new updates and receive solutions.
Contribute to the Functional excellence in Consumer and Sensory Insights: you will
contribute to the development of CSI Technicians, will keep up to date with developments of
CSI new descriptive or discriminative methodologies and ensure best in class CSI are applied
within Givaudan.

You?
Are you someone who wants to grow and shape your own world? Who wants to collaborate and learn
together with teams who are as passionate as you are? Then come join us – and impact your world.
Your professional profile includes:










An advanced university degree in Food Science, Sensory, Consumer Insights, Market research
or related area
Minimum 1-2years experience in a similar role
Relevant industrial experience in managing a panel and running sensory tests.
A fluent knowledge of English and German (spoken and written) is a must
Excellent people leading skills, strong interpersonal skills, communication skills, presentation
skills and a strong ability to multi task.
Good sense of organization, ability to follow procedures, attention to details and self-motivation.
Good computer skills, including FIZZ.
A willingness to learn, grow and take initiative and a team-focused work style
A driven and creative personality with a positive attitude who is able to work with diverse teams

If you are interested, please apply online.

